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CORRECTION (Sept. 8, 2021): The Asian origin shares of the Asian population shown in the April 2021
analysis originally represented the shares of Asian race responses to the race question, but this figure

counts many individuals twice if they reported two or more Asian identities. The revised figures represent
shares of the Asian population, the 22.4 million individuals, in 2019, reporting at least one Asian race. No
other findings in the report have been affected by these changes. The Origin Pro 2020 report includes a

complete set of files for generating OPJU files in the Origin Project file format. The shared project files are
in Unicode (UTF-8) encoding. Users with an old version of Origin will need to install a copy of the Viewer

(included with every Origin license) to open these files. The shared project files are: If you are an
instrument manufacturer, for example, you can use Orglab to output data in the Origin OPJ file or OPJU
file formats. By including Orglab component files with your instrument software, your customers will be
able to exchange data with OriginLab's powerful data analysis and graphing software. The Origin OPJ file

with its hierarchical structure and strong data interchange, programming, and metadata support is
ideally suited to analysis work. The purpose of the project is the creation of a web-based, scalable

platform for the analysis and visualization of large, complex data sets. The free version of OriginLab's
software toolset is provided in order to encourage data-sharing among scientists, and to facilitate

collaboration on instrument developments.
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if you plan to use origin trusted web
server to serve a web application,
you can now set the origin trusted
web server hostname. you can also

set the origin trusted web server
hostname for the origin trusted web
server (located in the origin trusted

web server settings of the cloudfront
distribution settings). you can now

choose to use a specific origin path.
this feature is available for the origin

path settings in the cloudfront
distribution settings. if you want to

implement the feature, you must use
the origin path in the origin path

settings of the cloudfront distribution
settings. you can use the target path
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to set the origin path to a specific
path on the origin server or to a path
on your own server. theropods were
thought to have been cosmopolitan,

with diverse and widespread
distributions across the globe. but
the new fossils from new zealand

show that they were actually
restricted to a narrow swath of south

america. this means that any
theories of diversification of the

group outside south america should
be revisited, given that theropods
might have originated there. if you

are an instrument manufacturer, for
example, you can use orglab to

output data in the origin opj file or
opju file formats. by including orglab

component files with your
instrument software, your customers
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will be able to exchange data with
originlab's powerful data analysis

and graphing software. the origin opj
file with its hierarchical structure and

strong data interchange,
programming, and metadata support

is ideally suited to analysis work.
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